Automotive—Auto manufacturers
invest a lot in promoting their latest
models. Launch events use projection
mapping on large building surfaces or
project animations and other dynamic
visuals on a car.

POPULAR PROJECTION
MAPPING APPLICATIONS
Projection mapping is an advanced projection solution used to project a 2D
image or video precisely on or around a 3D object. The results are dynamic,
eye-catching and a great fit for many applications.
Other marketing events
Use projection mapping to attract and engage with an audience in a memorable
way. Other markets include:

Film industry

Retail—As retailers
battle online competitors,
projection mapping can
be used to create ads and
in-store entertainment that
draws in customers and
keeps them engaged.

PROJECTION
MAPPING

Arts and
entertainment—Art
galleries, museums
and music concerts
often use cutting-edge
pro AV to engage with
attendees. Projection
mapping takes an art
installation or concert to
the next level.

Food and beverage

Clothing brands

Colleges/universities

Sports—Playing
surfaces, whether the
wood of a basketball
court or ice of a skating
rink, are ideal for largescale projections. 3D
videos can create depth
and optical illusions that
delight the crowd.

Hotels and casinos—
Hotels and casinos
spend money on AV
solutions that provide a
“wow” factor and attract
visitors. Projection
mapping typically uses
the sides of buildings
to create evening
spectacles.

Public events/celebrations

Movie
premiers

New product
launches

Seasonal
releases

Campus
events and
commemorations

Holidays and
festivals

Seize the opportunity
The projection mapping market is expected to grow from $1.4 billion in 2018 to
$3.6 billion by 2023, at a whopping CAGR of 21% during that time.1
Contact Tom Jones, Ingram Micro’s pro AV expert, to learn how you can bring this
exciting technology to your customers.
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